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Northern Watersnake (Nerodia sipedon sipedon) 

Description & Photo by Don Scallen 
 

Northern Watersnakes are common in Ontario. As befits their name, they are found in wetland settings including streams, 
lakes and large ponds where they feed on fish and amphibians. 
 

Needle-sharp teeth grip their slippery prey and sometimes sink into the fingers of human beings who handle them roughly. 
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President’s Message 
 

pring is in the air!  
 
 

Especially those iconic harbingers of the budding season, birds! Migration is shifting into 
high gear, as warblers have begun to show up once again in the north. Insects too have 
emerged and can be seen wherever we look. If you are an amphibian watcher, you will know 
that the salamanders have already bred and left their progeny in their vernal pools to hatch 
and mature over the coming weeks, while the adults have returned to the leaves of their 
woodland habitats. It isn’t too late, however, to catch the symphony if you care to enjoy 
some music on a mild evening. Just attend your nearest frog pond at dusk or later and you 
will be treated to the choruses and harmonies of the salamanders’ more vocal cousins.  
 
The plants are also enraptured in their own crescendo – take a walk in the woods to see the 
beauty of their ephemeral blooms – from the forest floor groundcover right up to the tops 
of the tree canopies.  
 
If you take this advice and do want to wander the forest paths, check out the newsletter for 
the schedule of upcoming evening walks starting May 16th. They don’t all go through forests, 
but you will have a great range of options to choose from.  If you would prefer to sit, there 
is an event in the offing for you too!  
 
Be sure to go through the rest of the newsletter too, and read the articles on a great range 
of topics: plants, worms, birds … what better way is there to wile away the hours during 
those delightful spring showers??  Then wrap it up with the spectacular photo quiz by Laura 
Weihs at the back. It includes some amazing critters that you may never have seen before! 
 
The Spring Birding Challenge is well underway and lots of progress has been made, but we 
will still have a challenge before us to hit the ambitious target we have set. Every new 
species will be a significant addition, so be sure to keep your eagle eyes peeled and send us 
your sightings!  
 
And finally, be sure to join us for the monthly speaker presentation at the meeting. This 
month, Christina Kovacs will tell us about local efforts by Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) 
to monitor bird nest boxes in their watershed. This is sure to have plenty of resonance, since 
our club has done considerable work in this area building, maintaining and monitoring nest 
boxes here. This is a great opportunity to compare notes with CVC, and we hope to see you 
there on May 10th.  
 
In June we plan to have our traditional late-spring outdoor meeting just before we take a 
break until the Fall. I know lots of us are looking forward to seeing each other in person – 
that will be a real treat! 
 
See you soon!  
Yves Scholten  

S 
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Talks and Walks  
 
 

Indoor Events 
As you know your executive will continue to hold Zoom meetings online for the time being. 
Meetings will still begin at 7:30 pm on the second Tuesday of the month. You’ll be treated 
to a captivating presentation as listed below. Zoom login details and information will be 
sent out closer to each event date. A half hour business meeting, hosted by our president, 
Yves Scholten, will follow the presentation. We hope you’ll join us!  
 

Note:  If you wish some support from Alexis to ensure your Zoom connection is functioning 
smoothly, please log in to zoom at 7:20 pm, prior to the meeting, for helpful zoom tips. 
 
Zoom meeting Tuesday, May 10, 2022 at 7:30 pm 
Christina Kovacs: CVC's Bird Box Monitoring Program  
Christina Kovacs is a Natural Heritage Management Specialist at Credit Valley Conservation. 
She will present the results from the 2021 monitoring of CVC’s bird nest boxes. There will 
be an overview of the protocol that was used for the monitoring, the results, and general 
recommendations for improving the effectiveness of the nest boxes.  
 
Christina is working on a project to map out bird-window collision hotspots, and she’s 

looking for records where window collisions have occurred. 

 

Outdoor Events - Walks 
Please Note: As indicated below, please confirm your participation for each outing so that 

we can be sure to adhere to the ever changing Covid safety protocols. 
 
Thursday May 12 (rain date Friday the 13th) 7 pm - Wildflowers and Wildlife in Speyside  
Please join Fiona for an evening walk on her property to see the many highlights of spring - 
trilliums, spring beauty, and more. We can also enjoy the sounds of numerous frogs at a 
vernal pool, and we may even catch Gray Treefrogs during their breeding season (rubber 
boots are best for frog-watching). Bring a flashlight in case we stay out late.  RSVP 
Fiona  (Fiona.reid7243@gmail.com) for meeting address and to confirm your attendance. 
 
Sunday May 15 - Spring Birding and Warbler Watching!  
Please join Yves Scholten, Don Scallen, and Fiona Reid on an outing at the best time to see 
a variety of warblers. We will be going to some hotspots along Lake Ontario, including 
Sedgewick Park and others.  Early departure from Georgetown! Details TBA. Please contact 
Fiona (Fiona.reid7243@gmail.com) for more information.  
 
June/July.  Night Life of Halton!  Not the bars and discos, but the places where frogs provide 
the music and you don't need to worry about Covid!  Fiona will be holding several moth 
nights over the summer, using lights and bait to attract a diversity of moths and other 
insects into view.  One event will be held during National Moth Week (Yes, there IS a whole 
week just for moths!). This is weather dependent and so the dates can't be fixed as yet. 
Send Fiona an email (address above) if you would like to be notified of upcoming events.  
  

mailto:Fiona.reid7243@gmail.com
mailto:Fiona.reid7243@gmail.com
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Other Outdoor Events  
 
Brampton Festival of Birds – “Big Sit” 
Saturday, May 14, 2022 – Rain date Sunday, May 15, 2022 (Time TBA) 
The City of Brampton in association with Birds Canada will be holding a "Big Sit" on 
Etobicoke Creek Trail north of Loafers Lake Recreation Centre. The primary date will be 
Saturday May 14th with the following day as a contingency for rain. You participate in a "Big 
Sit" by literally sitting in chairs and recording the birds that you see and hear from that single 
spot. It gives people new to birding the opportunity to spend time with experienced birders 
and learn about the local and migratory populations. Chairs and checklists will be provided 
and there will be a few extra pairs of binoculars as well. 
 
Registration will be suggested prior to the event but there will be space available for people 
to drop by. If you live in the Heart Lake area, registration will be managed by the local 
Facebook group (Heart Lake Happenings), anyone else, can contact Bob Noble at 
bob_noble@rogers.com.  At the present time there will be 20 chairs available but this might 
change as the planning continues.  
 
The Brampton Library is also hoping to set up a Storybook Walk for families with young 
children that will have a Nature / Bird theme. Check their website for updates. 
 

Vernal Pools and Saving Amphibians 
Article by Don Scallen  
 
Online book: Vernal Pools, documenting life in temporary ponds 
Please have a look at this offering from the North American Nature Photography 
Association. It provides an overview of the unique and wonderful vernal pool ecosystems. 
The photography is over-the-top stunning! https://docsend.com/view/vpayg8b363s2dgn6 
 
And speaking of vernal pools, a possible future club initiative could be the construction of a 
vernal pool somewhere in our catchment area of Halton or north Peel. This is not a pie-in-
the-sky idea. Vernal pools have been created across North America in all manner of settings 
including sites within urban areas such as schools. A prime mover in this field is Tom 
Biebighauser https://www.wetlandrestorationandtraining.com/ 
 
Tom has built/restored many vernal pools and other wetlands in Canada and the U.S. and 
he would be willing to help us if we choose to pursue such an initiative.  
 
And speaking of the amphibians that use vernal pools, another possible club initiative would 
be identifying road-kill hotspots in the spring and organizing groups to mitigate the carnage. 
They’re doing that in Vermont. See https://harriscenter.org/programs-and-
education/citizen-science/salamander-crossing-brigades and in California 
https://www.chilenovalleynewtbrigade.org/#:~:text=Newts%20in%20the%20Chileno%20
Valley,to%20their%20breeding%20lake%20safely. So why not here?   

mailto:bob_noble@rogers.com
https://docsend.com/view/vpayg8b363s2dgn6
https://www.wetlandrestorationandtraining.com/
https://harriscenter.org/programs-and-education/citizen-science/salamander-crossing-brigades
https://harriscenter.org/programs-and-education/citizen-science/salamander-crossing-brigades
https://www.chilenovalleynewtbrigade.org/#:~:text=Newts%20in%20the%20Chileno%20Valley,to%20their%20breeding%20lake%20safely
https://www.chilenovalleynewtbrigade.org/#:~:text=Newts%20in%20the%20Chileno%20Valley,to%20their%20breeding%20lake%20safely
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Naturalist Club Evening Walks – Summer 2022 
Halton/North Peel Naturalists and South Peel Naturalist Clubs 

 
 
We expect that conditions will allow a resumption of a normal program of evening walks in 
2022. Accordingly, we have developed the following schedule that includes some old 
favorite spots and some brand-new sites. The first of the 16 events falls on May 16, 2022. 
The general location or event, the meeting place and the leader for each event are shown. 
Details for the relevant meeting spot are provided below. 
 
Unless there is an alternative arrangement, all walks are on Mondays and start at the listed 
meeting locations at 7:00 pm sharp. For further information, contact Bill McIlveen via e-
mail at wmcilveen@sympatico.ca.  
 

  Date   Location   Meeting Place   Leader 

16-May-2022 Iroquois Shoreline Woods Iroquois Shoreline Woods Bill McIlveen 

23-May-2022 Acton Swift Watch Acton Prospect Park Bill McIlveen 

30-May-2022 Colonel William Parkway Colonel William Parkway Bill McIlveen 

6-Jun-2022 Scotsdale Bird Box Scotsdale Farm Bill McIlveen 

13-Jun-2022 Burlington Beach Burlington Beach Bill McIlveen 

20-Jun-2022 Hungry Hollow Hungry Hollow Bill McIlveen 

27-Jun-2022 Sawmill Valley Trail Sawmill Valley Public School Ron Corkum 

4-Jul-2022 Joe Sams Park Joe Sams Park Bill McIlveen 

11-Jul-2022 Meadowvale Park Meadowvale Park Dawn Renfrew 

18-Jul-2022 Port Credit Port Credit Bill McIlveen 

25-Jul-2022 Cheltenham Rail Trail Rail trail at Mississauga Road Bill McIlveen 

1-Aug-2022 East of Hwy 25 Sideroad 25 at Hwy 25 Bill McIlveen 

8-Aug-2022 Swift Night Out Oakville Bill McIlveen 

15-Aug-2022 Calcium Pits Calcium Pits Bill McIlveen 

22-Aug-2022 Rattray Green Glade School Kirsten Burling 

29-Aug-2022 Speyside Milton Hwy 401 at Hwy 25 Fiona Reid 

 

Meeting Spot Details 
 
Iroquois Shoreline Woods – Parking lot on west side of Joshua Creek Drive. Additional 
parking may be available across the road in the industrial park. 

 
Acton – Meet at parking lot for Prospect Park near Fairy Lake, then we will check for 
roosting Chimney Swifts in Town. 

 
Colonel William Parkway – A few parking spaces are available on west side of Colonel 
William Parkway just north of Stockbridge Ave. Alternate parking at St. Mary School 2175 
Colonel William Pkwy on east side of road or on nearby residential streets. Meet at trail 
head east side across road from Colonel William Parkette.  
 

mailto:wmcilveen@sympatico.ca
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Scotsdale Farm - Parking lot at Scotsdale Farm, 13807 Trafalgar Rd., east side of Trafalgar 
Rd north of Sideroad 27, Silver Creek. 

 
Burlington Beach – Meet at Burlington Beach Parking Lot (close to bridge) opposite 938 
Lakeshore Road Burlington. 

 
Hungry Hollow – Walk starts at east end of Foxtail Crescent. From Main Street (Eighth 
Line) Georgetown about 200 m south of Sideroad 15, take W. Branch Dr. to Foxtail Cr. Go 
to east end of Foxtail Cr.  Street parking. 

 
Sawmill Valley Public School - 3625 Sawmill Valley Drive. Parking lot of school. 

 
Joe Sams Park - 752 Centre Rd, Waterdown. East side of Centre Road immediately south 
of Concession 5 Road E. Meet parking lot nearest washrooms (Stay left after entering). 

 
Meadowvale Park – Meet at Credit Valley Conservation Parking lot, 1255 Old Derry Road  

 
Port Credit – Meet at parking lot at south end of Mississauga Road adjacent to Saddington 
Park. 

 
Rail trail at Mississauga Road - Meet at parking area on west side of Mississauga Road 
next to Old Cheltenham brickyard. We will explore east of Mississauga Road. 

 
Sideroad 25 at Hwy 25 – Meet south of Acton at corner of Hwy 25 and Sideroad 25. 
Parking available of roadside north east of intersection. 

 
Oakville High School – Old closed high school east side of Reynolds St. between Sheddon 
Ave and former Oakville Trafalgar Hospital. Take drive way to Wyndham Manor 
Extendicare and park behind old high school. 

 
Calcium Pits (AKA Yaremko-Ridley Tract) – Meet in valley on Twiss Road between 
Conservation Rd and Derry Road. Roadside parking is somewhat limited, a few more spots 
to north. 

 
Green Glade School – Green Glade east off Meadow Wood Road, Clarkson. 

 
Hwy 401 at Hwy 25 – Commuter parking lot at SE intersection of Hwy 401 and Hwy 25, 
Milton. 
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Halton Butterflyway Project Keeps on Growing! 
Article by Fiona A. Reid & Photos by Katherine Shaw 
 
As many of you know, our club and many of its members have been involved with the local 
butterflyway project. We created two pollinator meadows in McNab Park in Norval, and we 
have enlisted 13 public and over 100 private gardens to join us in planting native plants and 
desisting from pesticide and herbicide use. Thanks to Ranger Katherine Shaw and her 
outreach efforts, we have extended our boundaries and now encompass gardens 
throughout Halton Region. 
 
Here in Georgetown, we are working on three new plots.  This year we will be keeping an 
eye on McNab, with occasional weeding sessions, and starting new pollinator gardens in 
Joseph Gibbons Park and a small part of Hungry Hollow Ravine. Next year the third new plot 
in Delrex Parkette will be our focus.  At Joseph Gibbons we spent a cold and windy day last 
November setting out cardboard and mulch to create a “lasagna bed” in order to delimit 
the area to be planted and kill off the turf. A large crew of volunteers arrived with 

cardboard, wheelbarrows, 
shovels and energy! In just a 
couple of hours, the cardboard 
was laid and covered in mulch.  
We will plant this area in late 
May or June, and our hope is to 
make it a somewhat more 
formal garden than that at 
McNab, to appeal to the 
passersby.  
 

We are always looking for 
volunteers, either on a one-off 
basis or a regular weekly 
commitment. It is fun watching 
the gardens take shape and I 
hope some of you might join us. 
At the very least, please take a 
look at McNab this summer and 
see all the insect visitors it gets! 
For more information, please 
contact Katherine at  
Butterflywayproject20@gmail.com 

  

mailto:Butterflywayproject20@gmail.com
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A Rare Turtle Pays A Visit to Speyside 
Article and Photos by Fiona A. Reid 
 
On April 14, Don Scallen paid me a visit, planning to check the depths of my vernal pool, as 
part of his ongoing studies of salamander behaviour.  It is always fun to watch someone 
wade into cold, deep water, so of course I accompanied him.  We stopped at the first pond, 
a small pool with a trickle from a tributary of 16 Mile Creek. As Don waded in to photograph 
a large mass of Spotted Salamander eggs, I noticed a turtle on the far bank. Over the past 
23 years, I have seen the occasional Snapping and Painted Turtle passing through, so my 
brain was trying (but failing) to fit this one into one of those species. When I pointed out 
the turtle to Don, he immediately responded “Blanding’s Turtle!” And indeed he was 
correct.  I asked Don to stay still and rushed back to get my camera. Fortunately Don and 
the turtle obliged, and we were able to watch and photograph this lovely creature for about 
30 minutes, before it slid slowly into the pond.  

 
Blanding’s Turtle (Emydoidea blandingii) is listed as Threatened in Ontario. It is seldom 
recorded in Halton. In the last 5 years it has only been found in three 10-km squares in the 
region, and only reported from two of these squares in the last 2 years (southwest of Milton 
and in the Burlington-Hamilton area). They inhabit shallow lakes, ponds and wetlands with 
clean water and muddy bottoms and may travel several kilometers between breeding and 
overwintering sites.  It seems likely this turtle overwintered in my pond. They can live to be  
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over 75 years old, and 
females do not mature until 
age 14. In May or June the 
female excavates a nest in a 
sunny spot and lays up to 22 
eggs. Hatchlings emerge in 
fall. These turtles are 
omnivores, taking fish, frogs 
and invertebrates in addition 
to plant material. Unlike 
most turtles, they forage on 
land as well as in water.  
Along with many other 
species, this turtle is at risk 
due to habitat loss, as 

wetlands are drained or altered by human activity. Many also perish on roads, and some 
are illegally collected for pets or food.  Fortunately, this one is safe for now, with many 
ponds and forests surrounding it.  
 
 

Otters in the Credit River 
Article and Photos by Darryl Gwynne 
 

My trail camera video recorded a pair of otters swimming and then crawling over the 
remains of a beaver dam at night on March 26, 27 (evening) and 29 (early morning). The 

location is the Credit River, 
upstream from the 10th Line 
bridge (near Glen Williams). I have 
had the camera in the same spot 
for about three years and this is 
the first time I have recorded 
otters. Another video early 
morning on April 12 also appears 
to be a swimming otter, given the 
animal’s length and movements. 
 

 

Don Scallen photographed otter tracks in the snow near Glen Williams in February 2020 and 
stated (In The Hills Magazine March 9, 2020), “According to Jon Clayton of Credit Valley 
Conservation, this is only the fifth time an otter has been recorded in the Credit River 
Watershed. Jon also indicated that this may be the only record supported by photographic 
evidence (of the tracks).” My recent sighting is the first Inaturalist record for the species in 
the Credit River watershed. 
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             April 2022 Update 
 

 

 

 

Hi SwiftWatchers! 

 

Happy Spring! We are excited to share with you the results of the 2021 survey year, 

in a new format - a newsletter. Click here to view the newsletter, including some 

stewardship stories, and a new way to help swifts.  

 

The swifts are making their way back to Ontario, so that means it's time to start getting 

ready for roost monitoring!  

 

Each spring, Chimney Swifts make their way northward from their wintering grounds 

in South America. As they travel north to breed, thousands of swifts may congregate 

in chimneys at night to rest ("roost"). Swifts put on a spectacular show when they 

spiral into their roosts around sunset. They typically start arriving in southern Ontario 

by late April. 

 

 

Recent 2022 eBird observations of Chimney Swift. Swifts were reported in Ohio last 

week! 

 

https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=82a6f38f5d&e=f762bbe6a3
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Calling All Roost Monitors! 

Join hundreds of volunteers across eastern Canada counting swifts during National 

Spring Roost Monitoring. These surveys give us a snapshot estimate of the number of 

migrating swifts in Canada, and help us track population trends over time as well as 

identify priority habitat for conservation.  

 

The 2022 dates are: May 25, May 29, June 2, and June 6. 

 

May 21 is an additional monitoring date added to help capture earlier migrants. This 

early date can be helpful for pinning down the most active roost in your area to 

monitor on the other four official dates. 

 

Please get in touch with your Regional Coordinator or myself, to sign up to monitor 

a roost near you, or to let us know that you'll be monitoring the same roost from 

previous years. 

 

Data Collection and the NatureCounts App 

Birds Canada has a new app that can help streamline data entry. For those that enter 

their data directly to NatureCounts, our online database, it is now also in the form of 

an app, available for Android and iOS devices! We are hoping that some 

SwiftWatchers would be willing to try using the app this year, and submit feedback to 

me, so I can send it to our development team to make the app even better for future 

use. This can make it easier to collect data in the field, and reduce time spent entering 

data online at home. To use the app, you must have a NatureCounts account, and you 

can select to survey in Ontario for Swifts and Swallows. Then, you will be able to select 

"Swift Roost Monitoring Form" as the protocol. New sites are not able to be entered 

on the app, so please use the regular database entry and/or contact me if you need 

to add new sites. Please also keep in mind that while monitoring, if you notice any 

chimneys in need of repair that could benefit from the new Restoration Fund, please 

make note of it and contact me. 

 

For more information on roost monitoring, including paper survey instructions and 

data sheets, click here or https://www.birdscanada.org/bird-science/swiftwatch/. 

One specific note about a change in survey protocol for this year to coincide with the 

National Roost Monitoring Protocol: Start survey 30 min before sunset when cloud 

https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=51f8b5e52c&e=f762bbe6a3
https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=51f8b5e52c&e=f762bbe6a3
https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=43f24f0ac4&e=f762bbe6a3
https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=234f88edad&e=f762bbe6a3
https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=c703e87af5&e=f762bbe6a3
https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=6ccc6b8770&e=f762bbe6a3
https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=d8d299406a&e=f762bbe6a3
https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=cc27e36ad7&e=f762bbe6a3
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cover = 1-3 or 45 min before sunset when cloud cover = 4; end survey 30 min after 

sunset. 

 

 

 

Click here to view Chimney Swift's migratory trek throughout the year! 

 
 
Thank you for supporting SwiftWatch! 
 
Natasha Barlow 
Ontario Projects Biologist 
Birds Canada 
1-888-448-BIRD (2473) 
nbarlow@birdscanada.org 

 

mailto:nbarlow@birdscanada.org
https://birdscanada.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b79fe207008a31b86abe9daa9&id=9c9696ed2e&e=f762bbe6a3
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Urban Merlins  
Article and Photos by Don Scallen 
 
Merlin the Magician was a shapeshifter gifted with supernatural powers. His namesake 
merlin falcons seem able, if not to change shape, to radically – almost magically – change 
their behaviour.  
 
Not many people, beyond the birding community, have heard of a Merlin. But this small 
cousin to the famed Peregrine Falcon has a surprising tale to tell. This bird story, unlike so 
many others, is infused with good vibes and demonstrates the ability of some creatures to 
alter their behaviour astonishingly quickly.  
 
Merlins are about the size of a blue jay, though a little thicker. Their falcon lineage implies 
speed and they reach 48 km or more in level flight, as they pursue their avian prey across 
much of the northern hemisphere. In Merlin’s day these speedy little falcons sat on the 
wrists of fine ladies of the court who used them to hunt skylarks.  
 
For much of the twentieth century merlins were considered rather uncommon inhabitants 
of the boreal forest. They were even rare in the wilds of Algonquin Park until later in the 
20th century. The first Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas published 1987 reported that the merlin 
“usually nests away from human settlement” within its northern range. Then in a biological 
blink of an eye their range and habits changed dramatically.  
 
They burst from the wild north country to colonize the tame country of the south. In a few 
short decades they traded forest, lakes and Precambrian rock for towns, tarmac and 
turfgrass.  
 

This evokes the arc of an 
old TV show - the Beverly 
Hillbillies trading the 
backwoods for a mansion 
in Beverly Hills and thriving, 
if rather unconventionally, 
in their new digs. Like the 
Beverly Hillbillies, merlins 
are comfortable in their 
radically new habitat – a 
near magical example of 
what biologists call 
behavioral plasticity.  
 
But like the Beverly 
Hillbillies, towny merlins 
retain some of their 
backwoods habits. They  
  

Merlin female atop utility pole in Georgetown. 
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continue to nest in evergreen trees, and, as in the north, they prefer to hunt small birds 
over open spaces. In the north those open spaces are lakes and forest gaps; in towns the 
openings are yards and parking lots. House sparrows sub-in for the merlin’s warbler prey in 
the north.   
 
In early April I heard merlins calling as I exited the Shopper’s Drug Mart on Guelph Street in 
Georgetown. Craning my neck upwards I saw a pair of merlins mating atop a utility pole, 
oblivious to the traffic below and the constant flow of people in and out of the drugstore. 
Two years ago a pair of merlins nested in a spruce tree along Delrex Blvd. near my home on 
Windsor Road and successfully reared young. Yves Scholten has observed them in 
Greenwood Cemetery, and they have been reported from the vicinity of the library in 
Georgetown.  
 
And what can we make of their seeming indifference to all those bipedal creatures running 
around on city streets? Perhaps they ignore us because the large mammals of the north like 
bears, deer and moose don’t threaten them. To merlins, we may be just another species of 
a big – and largely irrelevant – mammal.  
 
 

 
 

  

Merlin male outside of Shopper's Drug Mart on Guelph St. in Georgetown. 
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Earthworms in Perspective 
Article and Photos (except where noted otherwise) by W.D. McIlveen 
 

In the evening of September 27, 2021, several members of the Halton/North Peel 
Naturalists were out looking for salamanders at Silver Creek. During that event, a number 
of earthworms were seen, usually retreating under some leaves when they were suddenly 
faced with our flashlight. There were also pairs of worms in mating posture as well (Fig 1). 

While none of that was new to 
me, it had been quite some time 
since I last had an opportunity to 
see such a sight. The viewing did 
remind me that I had had the 
notion to write about these 
humble creatures. The following 
information is a short summary 
regarding the ecological role and 
importance of earthworms. 
 
Relatively few people take much 
time to study earthworms. More 
than likely human encounters 
with earthworms are as fishing 
bait or during soil disturbance 
such as gardening or farming. 
Sometimes one can see evidence 
of earthworm presence as 
castings on the soil surface (Fig. 
2). It is not unusual to find worms 
sheltering under boards, rocks or 
logs. We may also have a mental 
image of Robins trying to pull a 
worm from the soil to feed to its 
young. Beyond such encounters, 

most people are unaware of the role 
that worms play in the environment. 
The following article will hopefully go 
some distance to correcting that 
shortcoming. 
 
In Ontario, virtually every species of 
every kind imaginable has been 
introduced. That is because the last 
great ice age eliminated all life forms 
with the exception of a few species 

Fig. 1. Earthworms in copulation position at Silver Creek, 
Sept. 27, 2021 Photo credit to Fiona Reid. 

Fig. 2. Earthworm castings on lawn of University of 
Toronto campus, 2003. 
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that can live in ice. That is a very short list! After the ice melted, various forms of plants, 
animals, and other life forms gradually colonized the newly-exposed ‘soils’ left by the 
glacier. Nearly all of the first life forms spread into Ontario from other parts of North 
America. These organisms are considered to be native despite their origin elsewhere. But 
the spread of humans from many other parts of the globe was accompanied by the 
introduction of entirely new species, some of which reproduce at rates that have a negative 
impact on the native flora and fauna. These introduced species are regarded as aliens and 
the harmful forms are labelled as invasives. At this point, we will return to the main topic 
of this article which is earthworms. All of the earthworm species in Ontario are duly labelled 
as aliens. 
 
The earthworm fauna of Ontario includes 19 species (Reynolds). Some are more-abundant 
or more-widely distributed than others. Roughly half (11) of all the Ontario species have 
been found locally. As the following table shows, nine species have been found in Halton 
and eight have been found in Peel. Six species have been found in both Regions. 
 

Earthworm Species Reported in Halton and Peel (after J. Reynolds) 

Latin Binomial Common Name Halton Peel 

Allolobophora chlorotica Greenworm + + 

Aporrectodea caliginosa Pasture Worm + + 

Aporrectodea rosea rosea Pink Soil Worm + + 

Aporrectodea trapezoides Southern Worm + + 

Aporrectodea tuberculata Canadian Worm + + 

Dendrobaena octaedra Octagonal-tail Worm +  

Eiseniella tetraedra Square-tail Worm  + 

Lumbricus festivus Quebec Worm  + 

Lumbricus terrestris Dew Worm + + 

Octolasion tyrtaeum Woodland White Worm +  

Sparganophilus tamesis American Mud Worm +  

 
Earthworms are well-named since they live a large part of their lives in the soil or at least 
on the soil surface if they can find cover under rocks, boards, logs, or organic materials. 
They will emerge at night to forage for food materials and to mate. If one knows what to 
look for, they will be able to indirectly detect the presence of earthworms. At night, the 

worms emerge and if they can find fallen foliage, 
they will grab that material and pull it towards 
their tunnel. Over time, the leaf material is pulled 
down into the tunnel where the worm can feed 
in obscurity. Sometimes, they can accumulate a 
fair amount of material within the space defined 
as the body-length radius of the tunnel (Fig. 3). 
Such piles are a little more obvious when the 
ground surface is bare (e.g., paths) where any 
new-fallen foliage is a luxury for the resident 
worm. 

Fig. 3. Leaf pile created by earthworm, 
Robert Edmondson C.A. 2021. 
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They have a very primitive brain that allows them to detect touch and vibrations. They are 
highly sensitive to chemicals owing to the many chemoreceptors present in the skin. 
Earthworms lack eyes but they are still quite sensitive to light and will retreat rapidly if a 
light is shone upon them. They must remain moist though for they will die if they dehydrate. 
At the other extreme, most worms cannot survive being submerged for any extended 
period. This is shown by their appearance on the ground surface or sidewalks after a rain. 
But despite being relatively primitive creatures, they have been able to survive very nicely 
in many places. 
 
I have witnessed worms in most of the potential encounters mentioned above. I have also 
seen earthworms in a few other situations that people may not have shared. A couple of 
these situations are described below. 
 
During my graduate studies, I was studying a particular group of fungi that form mycorrhizae 
with plant roots. As a side project to that research, I was interested in how the spores of 
that fungus could get moved about. I tested soil-like materials by adding them to sterile soil 
and watched the roots of plants grown in that soil amended with different test materials. 
The materials added included earthworm castings, ant hill material, mud dauber wasp nests 
and Barn Swallow nests. No mycorrhizae were formed in the roots of plants grown in the 
check or control treatments but if any of the soil-like materials were added, then 
mycorrhizae developed [McIlveen]. This indicated that not only was the fungus present in 
the test material, it still had the ability to go on to form the classic mycorrhizae. The fungus 
spores could be found in all of the test materials. This result was not too surprising but the 
passage of the fungus through the digestive system of the earthworms had a potential to 
be destroyed or damaged within the worm. Spores of the fungus are unusually large and 
are almost visible to the naked eye. It was possible to find some spores within the gut of 
some test worms. (Fig. 4). The conclusion to the experiment was that any agent capable of 
moving soil also had the potential to move spores of the fungus to new locations. 

 Fig. 4. Mycorrhizal spores in soil within an earthworm gut. The spores are the 
small spheres on the soil surface, more evident in the leftmost soil lump. 
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The next encounter with earthworms was the discovery that earthworms can climb to some 
degree. One Spring, I had put out some pails on a few of my maple trees to collect the sap. 
To my surprise, I found at least one earthworm within the pail of sap. The only way for that 
worm to reach the pail was to climb up the tree in the cracks of the bark to reach the pail 
which was located about four feet above the ground. I had previously seen worms right at 
the base of the tree when the sun had warmed the bark enough to melt any snow there. 
But being able to climb as high as they did was a surprise. 
 
A third encounter with earthworms was related to a situation investigated during the time 
I was still in my professional life. The situation involved lead from lead pellets. The lead 
pellets were deposited over a period of up to 100 years in the area down range from a 
shooting range. Over that time, a very large amount of lead pellets had been deposited 
[Emerson]. The pellets were on the ground surface but some had moved down into the soil 
profile and the pellets had also started disintegrate. We measured the quantity of lead in 
the soil but also measured the amount of lead in some representative vegetation on the 
site. Not surprisingly, the vegetation had taken up some lead. We were also concerned 
about the exposure of wildlife to the lead. While birds are highly sensitive to lead (one 
ingested pellet is enough to kill a duck), sampling of birds was not feasible as birds are highly 
mobile. Instead, the tested wild life form was earthworms which remain as residents on the 
site. After the worms were allowed to void the soil from their gut, their body tissues were 
analyzed. It was no surprise to find that the tissues of the worms had also retained lead but 
there was no obvious indication that the worms themselves were acutely harmed. 
 
Role of Earthworms in Global Warming 
 
Despite being non-native, earthworms were generally regarded as beneficial. Their tunnels 
allowed rain water to penetrate into the soil. The tunnels also aerated the soil and it was 
presumed that the transfer of the surface vegetation down into the soil profile aided in 
increasing the amount of carbon that was stored there. Over time, the process of producing 
castings on the soil surface gradually causes mixing of the upper layers of the soil profile. 
 
In a hardwood forest, there is a ground surface layer of fallen foliage. Hardwood foliage 
breaks down relatively easily. The foliage is mostly intact in the upper part of the profile but 
it breaks down close to the soil proper due to the action of a myriad of insects, fungi, 
assorted invertebrates and microbes. Generally, the organic layer (above the soil surface) 
in hardwood sites is only a few years old. When earthworms enter the picture, these 
patterns can change considerably. Among hardwoods, virtually all of the leaf litter can be 
dragged into the soil profile leaving bare soil areas. Without a leaf litter layer, many fewer 
soil organisms will be present. Those insects such as moths will have fewer places to 
hibernate. With fewer moths, there will fewer caterpillars and fewer caterpillars can reduce 
the food resources for birds. Much work is still needed to clarify this aspect of earthworm 
ecology. 
 
In the case of conifer or boreal forest, there is also a layer of organic matter from the tree 
foliage. It is relatively resistant to decomposition and is more acidic in character. The organic 
layer can be much deeper and normally represents many more years of litterfall compared 
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with the hardwood forest. Until relatively recently earthworms have not had much of a 
presence in boreal forest areas. The acidic nature of those soils is not particularly favorable 
to earthworms. As well, boreal forest soils are present in a colder climate and remain frozen 
for longer periods of time. This too has slowed the spread of the worms into the boreal 
region. But two things have started to change. One is that global warming is gradually 
warming the soils which is favorable to the earthworms. Also, human activity is accelerating 
the spread of earthworms to new sites. One practice that is blamed for accelerating the 
spread of the worms is the indiscriminate dumping of extra bait worms by fishermen. 
Regardless of the process, earthworms are appearing in larger areas of the boreal forest. 
 
At one time, it was thought that the transport of leaf matter into the soil was helpful in 
sequestering carbon there and this would be helpful in slowing the increase of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere. More recently, scientists at several institutions around the globe 
have questioned this assertion and have found evidence that earthworms may actually have 
an overall negative role in the global warming process. Their studies have discovered that 
the presence of earthworms increased nitrous oxide emissions from soil by 42 percent and 
carbon dioxide emissions from soil by 33 percent. But they also found no indications that 
earthworms increased soil organic carbon stocks. Not only were the worms not adding to 
the soil carbon content, they were adding to the levels of gases that lead to even more 
global warming. While nitrous oxide levels in the atmosphere are not that high, it is 300 
times more potent than carbon dioxide in driving the global warming process. It has also 
been shown that the ingestion of organic matter may lower the number of soil microbes 
that pass through the worm’s digestive system. 
 
While we do need much more research into the role that earthworms play, we ought to be 
very vigilant about the spread of an alien species into the boreal region. The boreal forest 
does contain a huge stock of carbon. If worms get going in such places, the stock of carbon 
will gradually be released into the atmosphere and make global warming an even greater 
and immediate threat. Once an earthworm population gets established, it is virtually 
impossible to eradicate. The most immediate and effective thing that we can do is to limit 
the spread of earthworms into new areas of the boreal region. To that end, a very simple 
step is for fishermen to not dump bait worms where they can get into the soil at boat launch 
and portage sites. The day may soon be here when live bait worms will be banned and 
plastic worms will be the norm. 
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Spotted Salamander Spring 

Article and Photos by Don Scallen 

Spotted salamanders (Ambystoma maculatum) are the amphibian stars of early April 
evenings. When warm, wet conditions prevail, they can appear in great numbers as they 

rise from their 
subterranean haunts to 
make their way to breeding 
ponds. At the ponds male 
salamanders respond with 
frenzied action when a 
female arrives in their 
midst. They swirl in large 
aggregations, depositing 
packets of sperm on 
submerged debris in the 
hope that their packet will 
be taken into the female’s 
cloaca (vent) to fertilize her 

eggs. This breeding activity is likely regulated by chemical cues, for it happens in the dark – 
except when illuminated by excited salamander watchers. 

Gravid spotted salamander females (pictured 
left) can be distinguished from the males 
(pictured below right) by abdomens 
distended by the hundreds of eggs contained 
within. Males are svelte and have enlarged 
cloacas – perhaps because these dual 
excretory and reproductive organs are full of 
the sperm packets or spermatophores.  
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A north Halton spotted salamander superstar is Calvin, a piebald male who was first 
photographed by Charlotte Cox of Credit Valley Conservation in 2010. I photographed him 
in several subsequent springs and Jon Clayton contributed an image of Calvin from 2019 

when I missed him. 
Calvin’s reappearance 
this April had me 
turning metaphorical 
back flips. Allowing two 
years for Calvin to 
reach adulthood, he is 
now at least 14 years 
old! Calvin’s distinctive 
patterning makes him 
easy to identify.  

An astonishing feature 
of Calvin’s story is that 
he appears at precisely 
the same location at 
the pond every year. 
His pond is big – 
perhaps a hundred 
metres or more around 
its margins, but he 
confines his activities to 

the same tiny section of the pond. This begs the obvious question of how he locates his 
precise hangout. If olfactory (chemical) cues guide him then he must have an incredible 
ability to distinguish variations in scent from one part of the pond to another. If guided by 
landmarks, he must be able to remember fine details of the landscape on his return to the 
pond. Other navigational possibilities exist. Regardless, if the mechanism guiding Calvin’s 
journeys is ever discovered, the answer will be wondrous.  

Spotted salamanders are parasitized by at least two species of leeches at the pond. These 
leeches almost always sucker onto the leg and arm “pits” of the salamanders. The 
salamanders can fall victim to predators who discard the tails that reputedly contain the 
greatest concentrations of toxins. (Most salamanders have modestly toxic skin secretions.) 
Last year a barred owl perched near the pond as the salamanders migrated. Barred owls eat 
reptiles and amphibians. She may have been getting her fill.  

Another hazard salamanders face is excessively amorous 
frogs. Possessed of the same urgency to mate as the 
salamanders, wood frogs and pickerel frogs (like the one in 
the photograph) sometimes make copulatory miscues. They 
cling to the hapless salamanders like cowboys riding bucking 
broncos.  
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Spotted salamanders have now returned to their woodland homes where they’ll spend 
much of the next eleven months or so underground, rising to the surface occasionally on 
rainy nights to forage on the surface. I’ll miss them but will wait expectantly for their 
glorious return in 2023. And I’ll be anxiously scanning Calvin’s office to welcome him once 
again.       

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Spotted salamander eggs. 

    Spermatophores and salamander.                Spotted salamander male parasitized by leech. 
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Invasive Carrot Cousins 
Article and Photos W.D. McIlveen 
 
At one time, the plants in our present discussion were considered to be members of the 
plant family Umbelliferae. Due to taxonomic revisions, these plants are now placed in the 
family Apiaceae. This family is generally known as the Carrot family. Regardless of any 
scientific niceties, many of these species are culturally and environmentally important. The 
present account describes six of the members that are particular problems in Ontario as 
they are invasive in nature. 
 
The family has about 300 genera and more than 3,000 species. In Ontario, we have 58 
species. Of these, 26 (44.8%) are non-native. A number of the introduced members were 
purposely brought from Europe as edible forms. This includes major food commodities like 
Carrots and Parsnips while some were used more as condiments or flavorings. This latter 
group includes things like Parsley, Coriander, Dill, Anise, Caraway, Fennel, and Cumin. 
 
The plant family Apiaceae produces many chemicals of interest. No doubt, many of these 
chemicals originated as a means to protect the plants. This meant that they were often 
toxic. The chemicals contributed distinctive flavors attractive to the human palate. As a 
consequence, desirable species were selected and actively cultivated. Many of the plants 
contain chemicals that are very toxic to mammals. Some of the toxic principals include the 
chemicals Umbelliferone, Cicutoxin, 
Angelicin, Coniine, and Psoralen and 
many others [Kingsbury]. Some of 
the most-toxic native species include 
those in the attached list. It is there-
fore surprising that humans were 
able to ever select plants from this 
group that were safe enough to eat.  
 

Wild Carrot (Daucus carota) 
Wild Carrot is one of the most successful of all invasive plant species. Introduced as an 
edible crop, it spread into roadsides, meadows, old pastures, waste places, and gardens. In 
the uncultivated state, it reverted to its original form. It lost the mostly-orange, fat roots of 
the edible form. Many people call it by a more-romantic name, Queen Anne's Lace, but 
considering its origin, Wild Carrot is a much more appropriate name.   
 
 

  

Common Name Latin Binomial 

Spotted Water-hemlock Cicuta maculata 

Bulb-bearing Water-hemlock Cicuta bulbifera 

Water Hemlock Cicuta virosa 

Fool’s Parsley Aethusa cynapium 

Cut-leaved Water-parsnip Berula erecta 

Cowbane Oxopolis rigidior 

Hemlock Water-parsnip Sium sauve 

Wild Carrot, Acton 2008                                         Wild Carrot stand with fruit, Windsor 2012 
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Wild Carrot is extremely common and can be found almost anywhere in our area. 
Sometimes there are just a few plants but sometimes they form dense stands. They are so 
abundant that they mostly just blend into the background but are not as aggressively 
invasive as a number of other plant species. 
 
Wild Parsnip (Pastinaca sativa)  
 

  
Wild Parsnip, Drew Road, Mississauga, 2010 Wild Parsnip stand (yellow) Credit River at  

10th Line, Glen Williams, 2010 

 
The Wild Parsnip is the same species as the cultivated form. It has generally restored its 
original wild characteristics. At different places in the province, it can form extensive stands. 
In this area, the number of plants is somewhat limited but is very abundant in many 
locations. At least one sizable stand was encountered just north of Glen Williams near the 
10th Line. Some people are apparently sensitive to the juice of the Wild Parsnip. The skin 
reaction is supposedly similar to that found with Hogweed. Authorities have seen fit to post 
warning notices in some places where the species is present. 
 
Erect Hedge-parsley (Torilis japonica) 
 

  
Erect Hedge Parsley seed Marie Curtis Park. 
Mississauga 2010 

Erect Hedge Parsley tangle of plants,  
Marie Curtis Park. Mississauga 2010 
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Hedge Parsley, also known as Japanese Hedge Parsley, is likely the least familiar of the plant 
group under discussion here. It has highly-dissected leaves in a cluster. The flowering stem 
with white flowers can grow well over one-meter tall. The cluster of flowers does form an 
umbel but the arrangement of flowers is perhaps less-regular or less showy than one sees 
with other members of the family. The seed head turns brown and the individual fruits are 
covered by tiny hairs. It is these fruits that get caught up in animal fur or in clothing and can 
become a real nuisance. Removing the fruits can be a real challenge and people will resort 
to shaving a pet that acquires a load of the tiny fruit burs because they are so difficult to 
remove. The number of seeds does reflect the size of the plant involved. A small plant might 
only produce 50 seeds but a large one can produce 8,000 fruits each of which contains two 
seeds.  
 
Considering its efficiency of spread, we can see Hedge Parsley appearing at many more sites 
in the future. In our area, this species is most common at parks along the Lake Ontario 
shore. It appears to be spreading and is moving upstream in many of the river valleys that 
reach the Lake. It has been noted as far upstream as Brampton, Streetsville, and 
Georgetown. 
 
Goutweed (Aegopodium podograria) 
 
Goutweed is edible at certain stages of its growth. It grows particularly well in shady 
situations. It was mostly grown as an ornament because the variegated form is very 
attractive in gardens. While the variegated version is sort of manageable, it can revert to its 
totally-green format. This normal foliage type is far more aggressive and can extend to 
occupy large areas. Such patches are frequently encountered but one of the most extensive 
areas with this unwelcome visitor is along the Credit River immediately downstream from 
the Glen Williams Park. 
 

  
Two forms of Goutweed, Limehouse, 2004 Goutweed patch, Glen Williams Park, 2021 

 
Wild Chervil (Anthriscus sylvestris) 
 
Wild Chervil is one of the earliest of this group of plants to flower. This makes it easy to 
distinguish Chervil from Wild Carrot. It is particularly common in the Owen Sound area. It is 
now well-established on the site of the Silver Creek Outdoor Education Centre. In recent  
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years, it has started to spread along nearby roadsides [McIlveen, 2019]. By 2018, it had 
moved as far as Acton and Georgetown and is not too far from urban Milton. Most of the 
new plants appear to be associated with roadsides. Some plants were noted in a field close 
to the boundary with Puslinch Twp. but that infestation may be from an entirely different 
origin. Overall, Wild Chervil is a species that is spreading rapidly. 
 

  
Wild Chervil Silver Creek 2011 Wild Chervil at Silver Creek, 2010 

  
 
Giant Hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum) 
 

  
Fig. 9. Giant Hogweed flowers Fig. 10. Giant Hogweed at Scotch Block, 

2003 

 
Giant Hogweed is a species that brought much attention to the problem of invasive plants 
in Ontario. It was likely introduced to North America as an ornamental owing to its large 
flowerheads. But because it has toxic components (psoralens or linear furanocoumarins) 
which are capable of inducing a phytophotodermatitic reaction on human skin, it caught 
the attention of the press. That coverage has made the public more aware of its presence. 
The name ‘Hogweed’ does little to endear the species to the public. It was previously known 
as Giant Cow-parsnip. 
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Locally, a large colony had persisted at the Scotch Block Reservoir for a number of years and 
was well established there by 1972. Eventually, it broke past the dam and colonized the 
land along Sixteen Mile Creek [McIlveen]. By 2000, some plants had reached as far south as 
Britannia Road. With more time, more dense plant stands were seen in the same reach of 
the river. As well, the Hogweed had moved further downstream and moved upstream into 
some tributaries of Sixteen Mile Creek. The stand at Scotch Block was used as a research 
study area for a short period before the entire stand was subjected to herbicide treatment 
that nearly eliminated the Hogweed plants there. 
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From the Web 
 

For all the bird photographers in our club, check this out!  
 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/great-grey-owl-lands-on-camera-
1.6397792 

 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/great-grey-owl-lands-on-camera-1.6397792
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/great-grey-owl-lands-on-camera-1.6397792
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Florida Wildlife Photo Quiz 
Photos by Laura Weihs 

Answers on page 30  
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     Answers to the Florida Wildlife Photo Quiz on page 29 
 

1.   Calico Crab 

2.   Osprey (fish species?) 

3.   Spiny-backed Orb-weaver, female (locally called a 'Crab Spider; though 

  that name is properly applied to a different family of spiders) 

4.   Immature Black-legged Kittiwake & Snowy Egret (There was a lot of 

  excitement at Fort De Soto mid-April over the lone Kittiwake! Their winter range  

  may extend as far south as Florida where they usually stay offshore as casual or  

  irregular visitors!) 

5.    Great Horned Owlet Chicks 

6.   Wood Stork 

7.   Portugese Man-O-War 

8.   Zebra Longwing (Florida State Butterfly) 

9.   Roseate Spoonbill 

10.   American Oystercatcher 

    Bonus Bird: 

 

Answer is Black Skimmer 
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Halton/North Peel Naturalist Club Membership Form 
 

Name: _________________________________________________________ 

Address: _______________________________________________________ 

City: _____________________ Province: ______ Postal Code: ____________ 

Telephone: _____________________________________________________ 

Email: _________________________________________________________ 

Application Type:  New_____ Renewal_____  

Membership Type: Single ($30)____ Family ($40)____  

If "Family Membership", please list additional names:  

_______________________________________________________________ 

The membership year is September 1 to August 31. Renewals are due in 
September.  For new members who join after April 1, the fees are applied to 
the following year’s membership.   

*************************************************************** 
Participation in our outings involves walking or hiking on various trails.  By 
voluntarily participating, you assume full responsibility for all risks of personal 
injury.  Make sure that any outing you choose to participate in is within your 
fitness level.  Please wear appropriate clothing and footwear. 

*************************************************************** 

Please fill out this form and bring it to our next indoor meeting, or mail it 
along with a cheque payable to Halton/North Peel Naturalist club to:  
 
Halton/North Peel Naturalist Club,  
P.O. Box 115,  
Georgetown, Ontario,  
L7G 4T1  
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Halton/North Peel Naturalist Club  
Box 115, Georgetown, Ontario L7G 4T1 

Charity Registration number 869778761RR0001  

www.hnpnc.com 
 

            Board of Directors                                                    Appointments  
President:  Yves Scholten   yvesjs9@gmail.com Membership:  Lorysa Cornish                                         
Past President:   Don Scallen   (905) 876-6180  Newsletter:  Laura Weihs 
Interim Vice President: Ian Jarvie (905) 877-1441     Webmaster Communications Director:  John Beaudette 
Secretary:   Helen Pinchen   (519) 766-8876     Member at Large:  Fiona Reid   
Treasurer:   David Williams  (905) 877-1539    Member at Large:  Andy Kovacs 
 Ontario Nature Rep:  Don Scallen   
 Roving:  William McIlveen 
 Hardy Property Steward:  Helen Pinchen  

 Crozier Property Steward:  John & Margaret Beaudette 
  

Meetings are currently held via ZOOM.  
When in person meetings resume, they will once again be held at  

St Alban’s Church at 537 Main St, Glen Williams 
Meetings start at 7:30 p.m. 
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